
TC Meeting
Thurs Dec 10, 2009
	Roll call. Attendee list:
	Stavros, Jeff, Yasu, Vivian
	Vote on minutes from last meetings.  No objections or abstentions.
	Use Case – Stavros Investment Services (abbreviated to SIS)
	Is this Stock Quoting service too complex?  Group seems to think it is just right.
	Need a simple story line for our use case.  A couple of examples:
	Crisis in the stock market causes 10% drop. How will SIS cope with the increased demand for information/analysis?  Can SAF automate the decisions?
	SIS receives a special customer request for higher quality service.  SIS, in turn, must choose alternative providers that are capable of supporting the higher quality service.  Can SAF automate the decision to move to an alternative supplier and/or pick the alternative supplier?
	Is the use case too “technical” in the financial domain such that it would confuse the reader?  Perhaps we could describe generally, but give a few examples from different domains, ie: Stavros Investments, Stavros Energy, Stavros Manufacturing, etc.

CA – Saas provider is also Saas consumer – Follows the second story line above (choosing alternative providers).  In this case, a customer of SIS requires high quality trend data on a specific stock XYZ.  SIS’s primary provider of stock quotations only quotes every 5 minutes, and the SLA allows for a 30 minute outage each day.  An alternative provider quotes every 1 minute, and the SLA only allows for a 2 minute outage each day (but at a premium price).  SAF is used to automate the switch to the alternate supplier.
	Fujitsu – Saas provider is a Paas consumer – SIS consumes Elasto-Stor cloud provider for storage, data mining, caching, etc.  SIS hits various limitations such as concurrent user limit, storage capacity limit, or storage limited due to temporary technical problems.  SAF is used to automate requests for more storage, or execute temporary work-arounds.  Might also consider optimization, ie: I need 200Gig additional storage, but provider can give me 300Gig for a discount.
	How to proceed…
	Use Action stuff on TC – action items.  Harassing people.  Stavros.
	Couple more weeks, Xmas break, start writing Symptoms/Syndromes, put into profile.
	Other:
	How to proceed:  Spend next couple weeks continuing to flush out the use case.  First of the year -- start writing xml (symptoms, syndromes, protocols).  Once enough materials are generated, pull into a draft Profile document.
	Action Item: CA – post the Saas example (above) to the mail list.  Consider comments from today, such as generalize.  
	Action Item: Fujitsu – continue refining PaaS example, considering comments from today.
Action Item: IBM – post IaaS example to the mail list.
	Action Item: Fujitsu – merge (copy/paste) into document and post before next meeting.
	Adjournment.



